TRAY LOADER/FORMERS are extremely versatile, easy to operate, and highly reliable. Polypack offers intermittent motion machines that collate products into trays at speeds up to 20/min. Polypack also offers continuous motion machines running at speeds up to 50 trays per minute. Products are stabilized and controlled throughout the entire process. Adjustments for different tray sizes are made quickly and easily. The TR can be integrated with a Polypack shrink wrapper to provide a secure, protected package ready for distribution.

POLYPACK’S TR SERIES machines offer versatility to run various configurations including multi-layer formats. They can also be used for pad-supported applications.

*Create tightly packed trays for distribution & retail
*Huge material costs savings compared to RSCs
*Run multiple product collation configurations
*Combine with Polypack shrink wrapper for a total end-of-line packaging system solution

WE GOT IT COVERED
TR SYSTEM FEATURES

* Stainless Steel Main Frame
* Speeds up to 50 trays/minute
* Nordson Hot Glue System
* NEMA 12 Control Panel
* 208 - 575 volts - 3 phase, 50 or 60 hz.
* Pneumatic controls require 65-70 p.s.i. (5 bars) @ 10 c.f.m.
* Self-Monitoring Diagnostics
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